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associated with follower individual differences, contextual factors, and even research methods,
Accurate behavioral measurement is essential to developing a science of leadership, yet accurate
measurement has remained elusive. The use of follower reports of leader behavior creates chal-
lenges given that a large body of basic and applied research suggests that behavioral ratings reflect
not only recall of actual behaviors, but also inferences based on semantic memory, which may
vary among individuals. In this paper, we examine several explanations for rater effects that are

such as the type of measure used, thatmay bias ratings of leader behavior.We also develop a con-
ceptual model to illustrate these processes. Finally, we offer potential solutions to increase accu-
racy in follower reports of leader behavior.
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The leadership field relies heavily on follower ratings of leader behavior both in research settings to test leadership theories and in
applied settings for leadership development purposes (e.g., 360-degree feedback). Given that leadership reflects a dynamic interac-
tion between leaders and followers (Riggio, Chaleff, & Lipman-Blumen, 2008; Shamir, Pillai, Bligh, & Uhl-Bien, 2006), follower ratings
provide an important source of data. Indeed, Shamir (2007) describes followers as “co-producers of leadership.”However, reliance on
follower ratings of leader behavior as a key measure of leadership processes, or even as the sole measure, creates significant chal-
lenges. In particular, followers become important contributors to the processes they are used to measure, raising both the issue of
accuracy of leader ratings and the potential for biases in ratings processes that are associated with individual differences among fol-
lowers (Bono, Hooper, & Yoon, 2012; Hunter, Bedell-Avers, & Mumford, 2007).

If leader ratings are to be accurate at the behavioral level, theymust accurately reportwhether specific types of behaviors occurred
(e.g., Lord, 1985). In terms of signal detection theory, accurate behavioralmeasurement requiresmemory sensitivity—that is, the ability
to distinguish between those behaviors that occurred and those that did not. A precondition formemory sensitivity is that information
must be thoroughly and carefully encoded and retrieved. Yet, both noise and bias may affect follower ratings of leader behavior.Noise
is a nonsystematic or random error, such as lack of care or fatigue that reduces memory sensitivity for leader behaviors. Bias is a non-
random or systematic response set that reflects a predisposition to respond in a particularmanner by either endorsing or not endors-
ing items.

Reliance on schemas, scripts, and social categoriesmay introduce bias into behavioral ratings of leadership. Raters are prone to en-
dorse behaviors that seem familiar but did not actually happen (e.g., false alarms; Martell & Guzzo, 1991; Shondrick, Dinh, & Lord,
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2010), and such familiarity may stem from the prototypicality of an item within a relevant category. For example, it has long been
known that person categorization processes, based on implicit leadership theories, influence ratings of leader behavior. In particular,
the same factor structure emerged in ratings of hypothetical leaders as in ratings of familiar leaders (Eden & Leviatan, 1975; Rush,
Thomas, & Lord, 1977;Weiss & Adler, 1981), implying that behavioral ratings of leadersmay reflect followers' implicit leadership the-
ories rather than actual leader behavior. Importantly, implicit leadership theories can trigger “false alarms” in person perception,
whereby observers incorrectly report behaviors that were not observed yet are consistent with the leader prototype (Phillips,
1984; Phillips & Lord, 1982). In this sense, false alarms affect discrimination as well as bias. Martell and Evans (2005) suggest that
reliance on prototypical leader behaviors not only produces false memories, but also fosters heightened feelings of familiarity with
prototypical leader behaviors, which in turn causes raters to adopt more liberal decision criteria. Similarly, followers' affective reac-
tions to leaders may systematically influence ratings of leader behavior (Bono & Ilies, 2006; Naidoo, Kohari, Lord, & DuBois, 2010)
by impacting both memory sensitivity (Allen, Kaut, & Lord, 2008) and bias, as positive affect engenders more liberal thresholds.

Taken together, the evidence suggests that implicit leadership theories and other aspects of raters such as their affective reactions
present a significant challenge to ensuring accuracy in follower ratings of leader behavior. Thus, their effects on the data used for
theory testing or leadership development represents a critical issue for the leadership field. Accentuating this concern, measures
may have little to do with actual leader behavior and are less accurate than we would like them to be, or assume they are (Hunter
et al., 2007; Lord, 1985; Yammarino, Dubinsky, & Spangler, 1998). For example, Scullen, Mount, and Goff (2000) report that 62% of
the variance in subordinate ratings of leaders on the human dimension, which includes items that pertain to leadership such as
“motivates others,” “builds relationships,” and “listens to others”, is associated with idiosyncratic rater effects (e.g., bias). To that
end, a comprehensive examination of individual differences that may impact rating accuracy is sorely needed.

In addition, a focus on follower individual differences that impact ratings of leader behaviormay inform the future development of
leadership studies and constructs such as transformational leadership and leader–member exchange (LMX) that might potentially
suffer from endogeneity effects (Antonakis, Bendahan, Jacquart, & Lalive, 2010, 2014) where the effect of x on y cannot be interpreted
because of omitted causes. Endogeneity can stem from several factors, including omitted variables, simultaneity, and common-
method variance. Concerns about endogeneity are important because if the relationship between x and y is due in part to other
reasons, then the correlation simply has nomeaning (Antonakis et al., 2010). Thus, endogeneity is a bias-related issue. Individual dif-
ferences may provide a solution given that they are mostly exogenous to leadership processes and, therefore, can be useful in process
models of leadership (Antonakis et al., 2014). As Antonakis, Day, and Schyns observe (2012, p. 644), one promising area for explora-
tion “is to investigate further how follower individual differences affect perceptions of leaders. This research goes back to the idea that
the variance in follower leadership ratings is not only a measurement error but also is a reflection of follower individual differences
(e.g., Felfe &Heinitz, 2010; Graen, 1975; Hofmann,Morgeson, & Gerras, 2003).” Similarly, Scullen et al. (2000) contend that any causal
model seeking to explain ratings of supervisory behavior must account for rater effects, as they are the largest source of rating vari-
ance. Clearly, further consideration of the nature of individual and perspective-related effects is needed.

Another important issue concerns themeans bywhich follower ratings of leader behavior are actually produced.We propose that
gaining a better understanding of the factors that promote the use of automatic and categorization-based processing is an essential
first step to increase accuracy in follower ratings. Similarly, understanding the effects of affect on the rating process is necessary
because affective reactions are very fast, often setting the stage for subsequent cognitive processing (Srull &Wyer, 1989). The impor-
tance of these issues is clear; when raters rely on automatic processes or extant schemas to simplify processing, many factors associ-
ated with those schemas become endogenous to the rating process and, therefore, have the potential to bias estimates of leader
behavior effects.

Here, we examine the mechanisms through which follower individual differences, contextual factors, and even the type of mea-
sure used may bias ratings of leader behavior; develop a conceptual model that illustrates this process; and offer potential solutions
to increase accuracy in follower ratings of leader behavior. Accuracy in ratings of leader behavior is a particularly vexing problem be-
cause these ratings represent the end of a highly integrative and ongoing sensemaking process that encompasses leaders, perceivers,
and context, and all these factors influence both perception and later retrieval of leader behavior. The person perception andmemory
literature is used below to illustrate the challenges these sensemaking processes create for accuracy in follower reports of leader
behavior.
Accuracy and bias in person perception and memory

Dual-processing models of person perception (e.g., Brewer, 1988; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990) contend that person perception occurs
sequentially, with quick, effortless person categorization preceding effortful individuation. As detailed by Fiske, Lin, and Neuberg
(1999), research has demonstrated that person schemas are central and available to perceivers within milliseconds of encountering
another individual, and automatically guide understanding and encoding of person-related information. Once the target has been cat-
egorized, the categorical structure works quickly and efficiently without much effortful thought, eliciting selective perception, inter-
pretation, inference, and memory (Heilman, 1995). Such processing is likely to occur within connectionist systems, and therefore
takes place outside of conscious awareness. Perceivers give priority to categorization based on general knowledge structures over in-
dividuation or encoding of person-specific information; theywill move on tomore effortful processing only if targets are judged to be
of sufficientmotivational relevance and sufficient cognitive resources are available to permit additional processing (Fiske et al., 1999;
Gilbert, Pelham, & Krull, 1988). Thus, the information needed to provide accurate ratings or behavioral descriptions of leaders that is
independent of other associated effects is typically not available to followers when they are asked to rate leader behaviors.
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It should be stressed that this dual information processing system has evolved to benefit the perceiver. It allows for the rapid for-
mation of knowledge-based interpretations as a guide for perceiver behavior, and it enables gradual learning about structures in one's
social or physical environment. However, it did not evolve to distinguish behaviors that occurred in a given situation from behaviors
that are part of normally expected patterns but did not actually occur (e.g., memory sensitivity). Nor did it evolve to provide ratings
that are free from bias. In other words, and of critical importance as it relates to follower ratings of leader behavior, the humanmem-
ory system was not designed to produce behavioral accuracy in memory, but rather to allow for meaningful interpretations by ob-
servers of social processes and the contexts in which they occur.

As Smith andDeCoster (2000) stress, the patterns extracted from semanticmemory are often used as a template to preconsciously
process and interpret new information by categorizing andfilling in unobserved details through a pattern completion process. Semantic
memory, therefore, presents significant challenges to accuracy in follower ratings of leader behavior. The gap-filling function, as men-
tioned previously,may encourage individuals to report behavior that is consistent with their person schemas and social contexts, yet did not
really occur. In general, such associative or schematic processing is considered the default processingmode, as individuals will engage
in more effortful processing only if they are motivated to do so (Fiske & Taylor, 2013). Thus, behavioral accuracy in terms of memory
sensitivity may be unusual (Hastie & Park, 1986).

In contrast, biases in describing others that result from the use of classifications and semantic knowledge may be quite common.
Indeed, the general problem of accuracy in social perception has long been a problem for social and personality psychologists (Fiske &
Taylor, 1984). Moreover, leadership researchers have increasingly recognized its fundamental importance in understanding
endogeneity, because the very processes that allow for a quick and meaningful understanding of leadership situations by perceivers
may also create many spurious relationships to both ratings of leader behavior and the outcomes those ratings are used to predict.

It is also important to note that for much of everyday activity in organizations, leadership may not be a relevant person-based
encoding category to perceivers, as those individuals may be more interested in competence, warmth, integrity, and trustworthiness
as social categories. Thus, even when motivated to accurately perceive others, followers may not encode behaviors that are directly
relevant to leadership. When researchers subsequently ask them to provide ratings of leader behavior, respondents may be able to
rely only on semantic memory, or general impressions of the target leader, to assess the likelihood of the occurrence of the focal
behavior.

Although appropriate classification of social stimuli is an important need that is facilitated by using person schemas (Lord, 1985),
an even more critical issue is to understand events as they are unfolding and to appropriately gauge one's role in such events. Scripts
are knowledge structures that organize events, having both (1) a canonical structure that sequences actions from beginning to end
and (2) a hierarchical, goal-related structure that links means to ends. Because perceivers are co-producers of leadership, it is likely
that much leadership occurs under the guidance of event-related scripts and, therefore, is encoded using script-related (rather
than person-related) structures. In contrast, most measures of leader behavior focus on people (not events), which raises the possi-
bility that much of our research asks for information not typically encoded by raters.

Having described person perception and memory functions in general, we now consider how individual differences might influ-
ence these processes. Understanding individual differences that may affect rating accuracy is important because it suggests possible
variables that could be included in statistical analyses to control for rater effects on behavioral ratings of leaders. Grounding such in-
dividual differences in a carefully developed theory of rater information processing, in addition to rater training or measurement im-
provements, may offer the best hope for improving the accuracy of follower ratings of leader behavior.

Individual differences

In this section, we consider individual differences such as personality and attribution styles that have previously been associated
with bias or accuracy in person perception and, by extension, with ratings of leader behavior. Individual differences may reflect gen-
eral tendencies of information processing that ultimately influence ratings. Indeed, rating elevation or bias has been described as a
relatively stable rater characteristic (Borman & Hallam, 1991; Kane, Bernardin, Villanova, & Peyrefitte, 1995).

Personality

Big 5
First, agreeableness reflects a positive orientation toward others. Agreeable individuals are fundamentally altruistic; they are sym-

pathetic and eager to help others (Costa &McCrae, 1992).Moreover, individuals high in agreeableness are predisposed to view others
positively, as agreeableness has been associated with elevated, socially desirable appraisals (Bernardin, Cooke, & Villanova, 2000;
Bono et al., 2012). Taken together, the evidence suggests that individuals high in agreeableness may be prone to endorse desirable
leader behaviors regardless of their actual occurrence, thereby inserting a positive bias into ratings.

In contrast, the ratings of conscientious individuals are less prone to elevation (Bernardin et al., 2000). Conscientiousness is char-
acterized by attention to detail, deliberation, and the tendency to think carefully and cautiously before acting (Costa & McCrae,
1992). Therefore, it seems likely that individuals high in conscientiousness will be less inclined to rely on cognitive short-cuts such
as schemas to inform their ratings of leader behavior, but instead will systematically consider the extent to which leaders display
each behavior, thereby producing more accurate ratings.

Accuracy in person perception also requires a willingness to refine and revise initial impressions based on subsequent observa-
tions. Open individuals have been described as being willing to consider new ideas (Costa & McCrae, 1992) as well as curious about
the ideas and attitudes of other people (Welsch, 1975). It seems plausible that open individuals may be both motivated to seek out
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information about their leaders andwilling to revise their impressions if subsequent observations contradict their initial impressions.
Therefore, individuals high in openness may provide more accurate ratings of leader behavior. Conversely, individuals low in open-
ness may seize upon the most salient information and dogmatically cling to that information even when they encounter conflicting
information (Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski, & Sulloway, 2003).

Not all social information is represented cognitively. Memories of social information also include the emotions associated with a
particular person or event. Indeed, Srull and Wyer (1989) argue that emotions impact our initial reactions to individuals as well as
guide subsequent information processing. As a result, individual differences in predispositions to experience different emotions
may impact attention, interpretation, and subsequent ratings of leader behavior. Both neuroticism and extraversion have been linked
to the frequency with which individuals experience negative and positive affect, respectively (e.g., PANAS; Verduyn & Brans, 2012;
Watson & Clark, 1992). On the basis of these strong associations, Tellegen (1985) suggested that neuroticism and extraversion
could be renamed negative emotionality and positive emotionality, respectively. We extend the discussion of these traits below by
considering how the chronic tendency to experience emotional states may affect rating accuracy.

Positive and negative affectivity
Depending on the instructions, positive and negative affect can be measured as either a state or a trait. In a later section, we con-

sider the impact of follower mood states on ratings of leader behavior. Here, we focus on the traits that Tellegen (1985) refers to as
negative affectivity (NA) and positive affectivity (PA).

At the trait level, NA is a broad and pervasive disposition to experience negative emotions such as fear, anxiety, hostility, scorn, and
disgust that impact one's cognition, self-concept, andworldview (Watson& Clark, 1984). In contrast, PA reflects individual differences
in the experience of positive states and engagement with the environment (Watson, Wiese, Vaidya, & Tellegen, 1999). Individuals
high in PA report a generalized sense of well-being, competence, and effective interpersonal engagement (Watson, Clark, & Carey,
1988). Although NA and PA might seemingly reflect opposite poles of a single dimension, when measured at the trait level they are
largely independent, have different correlates, and relate to different classes of variables (Watson, 1988).

Watson et al. (1999) argue that the terms positive affectivity and negative affectivity represent two broader biobehavioral systems
of approach and avoidance, respectively. Fowles (1994) has proposed a theory linkingNAwith the behavioral inhibition system (BIS),
which evolved to inhibit behavior thatmight lead to pain, punishment, or other undesirable consequences. Thus, the primary function
of the BIS is to avoid aversive stimuli (Watson et al., 1999). According toGray (1987), the BIS is a “stop, look, and listen system,” in that
it redirects attention toward the environment. Such a system promotes an unsettled and vigilant cognitive mode in which the indi-
vidual scans the environment with uncertainty and apprehension (Gray, 1982, 1985; Tellegen, 1985). Individuals high in NA have
an overactive behavioral inhibition system; consequently, they are primed to look for signs of impeding trouble (Gray, 1985).

As a result, individuals high inNA aremore likely to notice and attend to normal bodily sensations and aches and pains aswell as to
interpret such symptoms as painful or pathological (Watson, 1988). Similarly, high NA individuals are better at recognizing and
recalling stimuli that have been associated with failure, tend to dwell on and magnify their mistakes (Watson & Clark, 1984), and
judge their critics more harshly (Baldwin & Cabianca, 1972). Indeed, several studies have found that such individuals generally inter-
pret ambiguous stimuli in a negative or threateningmanner, and aremore likely to experience discomfort at all times even in the ab-
sence of overt stress (Watson & Clark, 1984). Perhaps not surprisingly, NA is associated with negative views of self and others (Gara
et al., 1993) and lower indices of job, marital, and life satisfaction (Clark, Watson, & Mineka, 1994). Watson (1988) suggests that in-
dividuals high in NAmay view their life as a series of stressors and hassles regardless of what actually happens to them. A related pos-
sibility is that individuals high in NAmay be chronically unable to cope effectively with the ongoing events of their lives and, as such,
may overreact to them (Depue & Monroe, 1986; Tellegen, 1985). Given these individuals' tendency to interpret ambiguous stimuli
more negatively, coupled with their tendency to dwell on and magnify failures, it seems likely that they will be predisposed to per-
ceive feedback from leaders (even neutral feedback) in negative terms. Moreover, NA may serve to increase the availability and sa-
lience of negative leader behaviors. Therefore, we anticipate that the ratings of individuals high in NA will reflect a negative bias.

In contrast, trait PA is related to individual differences in the behavioral activation system (BAS), also referred to as the behavioral
facilitation system (BFS) (Fowles, 1987; Tellegen, 1985). The basic adaptive feature of the BAS ensures that individuals obtain the re-
sources and cooperation of others that are essential to survival of both the individual and the species (Watson et al., 1999). Fowles
(1987) describes it as “a reward seeking or approach system that responds to positive incentives by activating behavior” (p. 418). To-
gether, the BAS and PA represent biobehavioral systems that encompass incentive motivation, sensitivity to reward signals, interest
and alertness, euphoria, excitement, and pleasure seeking (Clark et al., 1994).

PA is associated with enhanced feelings of affiliation, social activity, and satisfaction as well as frequency of pleasant events (Clark
& Watson, 1988; Watson, 1988). Based on the idea that material is stored in memory based on its affective tone (e.g., Bower, 1981),
Isen (1984) has proposed that individuals high in PA will tend to recall pleasant and rewarding events from their past, which in turn
will result inmore favorable evaluations of others and expectations of future rewards. By extension, it seems plausible that given their
sensitivity to reward signals, individuals high in PAwill be predisposed to attend to positive feedback from leaders or even view neu-
tral feedback through a positive lens. Such interpretations may increase the availability of positive leader behaviors. Accordingly, we
anticipate that the ratings of individuals high in PA will reflect a positive bias.

Moreover, because NA and PA relate to behavior activation systems, they should have strong relationships to the goal structures
that people form in most situations and the type of scripts that they follow. In terms of regulatory focus, PA is likely to be associated
with a “promotion” focus, whereas NA is likely to be associated with a “prevention” focus. Regulatory focus is important because it
impacts both behavior and encoding of information (Forster, Higgins, & Bianco, 2003) and it has been theorized to have many rela-
tions with leader and follower processes (Kark & Van Dijk, 2007). Thus, in addition to PA and NA, individual differences in regulatory
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focus are likely to affect theway inwhich information related to leaders and events is encoded. In particular, when processes and peo-
ple are congruent with an individual's regulatory focus, they are seen as havingmore value and as beingmore correct (Higgins, Idson,
Freitas, Spiegel, & Molden, 2003). Perceiver individual differences, therefore, may affect not only the means by which information is
encoded, but also the subjective feelings of certainty that leader behaviors consistent with the perceiver's regulatory focus occurred.

Needs and motives
In addition to personality characteristics, individuals have both basic human needs (e.g., belongingness and attachment) and

needs that are specific to organizational settings (e.g., need for leadership). While needs may vary depending on the context, certain
reliable, chronic individual differences shape person perception and ratings of leader behavior.

First, belongingness can foster automatic processing and reliance on categorization in person perception (Fiske & Taylor, 2013). In
leadership settings, the need to be liked and accepted may promote identification with the leader. To that end, self-appraisals may
become inextricably linked to leadership appraisals, as individuals are motivated to attribute desirable qualities to leaders and,
through reflection, to themselves (Kark & Shamir, 2002). Consequently, the ratings of individuals with high belongingness needs
may reflect a positive bias.

Other unmet needs, such as attachment needs, may impact perceptions of others and ratings of leader behavior. For example, the
attachment system tends to bias cognitive processing in a self-sustainingmanner (Mikulincer, Shaver, & Pereg, 2003), such that anx-
ious individuals are biased to view others as potential attachment figures (Mikulincer, Gillath, & Shaver, 2002) and search for even
minimal signs of interest and availability. Accordingly, highly anxious individuals view work as an opportunity to satisfy unmet at-
tachment needs (Hazan & Shaver, 1990). In a laboratory study, attachment anxiety predicted ratings of transformational leader be-
havior, even though the leader stimulus itself was not transformational (Hansbrough, 2012). As concluded by Hansbrough (2012),
it is possible that anxiously attached individuals may be motivated to view leaders as capable of meeting their needs and, therefore,
tend to rate themmore favorably than do others. Moreover, as long as unmet needs remain salient, anxious followers may be chron-
ically predisposed to view leader behaviors through a positive lens.

In organizational settings, De Vries and Van Gelder (2005) posit that follower needs, such as need for leadership, may impact per-
ceptions of leaders and subsequent ratings of their behavior. Need for leadership is the extent to which a follower desires guidance or
supervision from his or her leader (De Vries, Roe, & Taillieu, 2002). It should be noted that need for leadership is not a basic need but
rather a quasi-need (e.g., Lewin, 1951) that is evoked in a particular setting. Specifically, it becomes relevant within an organizational
context, particularly in times of uncertainty or crisis. Followers with a high need for leadership attribute more charisma to their
leaders than do other followers (De Vries, Roe, & Taillieu, 1999). Schyns, Kroon, and Moors (2008) also report a positive relationship
between need for leadership and ratings of LMX. Moreover, the ratings of followers with a strong need for leadership reflect higher
prototypical ratings than those of followers with a weak need for leadership (De Vries, 2000). Based on these findings, we anticipate
that followerswith a strongneed for leadershipwill be predisposed to report prototypical leader behaviors, such that their ratingswill
reflect a positive bias.

Attribution styles
In addition to person perception and categorization, individuals tend to develop accounts for behavior to explain why people do

what they do (Heider, 1958; Jones & Davis, 1965; Kelley, 1967). In organizational settings, attributional processes are an important
part of the information processing that individuals use to understand the relative importance of leadership in comparison to other po-
tentially relevant accounts for organizational events (Calder, 1977; Martinko & Gardner, 1987; McElroy & Hunger, 1988; Phillips &
Lord, 1981). Like person perception, this explanatory process is far from accurate. Individuals often ignore contextual information
about circumstances and instead infer an actor's disposition fromhis or her behavior (Jones & Davis, 1965). One of themost important
insights that emerged from Jones and Davis's (1965) empirical legacy is that people not only wish to infer the dispositions of others,
but they are biased to do so (Fiske & Taylor, 2013). Indeed, the fundamental attribution error holds that social perceivers overestimate
the impact of personality and minimize the impact of situational factors when providing accounts of targets' behavior. As a conse-
quence, individuals who in reality are constrained by situational factors are held more accountable than they should be (Fiske &
Taylor, 1984).

Although the tendency tomake attributional errors applies to all individuals, research on attribution styles suggests that some in-
dividuals are chronically predisposed to make similar attributions over time (Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978; Russell, 1991).
Thus, attribution styles reflect a trait-like tendency to display attributional biases such as the actor–observer bias and the self-serving
bias (Martinko, Moss, Douglas, & Borkowski, 2007). Causal attributions, of course, are shaped by both individual differences and con-
textual factors. Contextual factors thatmay impact attributions and subsequent ratings, such as the follower's physical and psycholog-
ical distance from the leader, are discussed later in this paper. Here, we focus on how individual differences in attribution styles may
inform leadership attributions and ratings of leader behavior.

Some of the earliest work on categorical accuracy and bias in leader ratings adopted an attributional framework. For example,
Calder (1977) described leadership as an attribution that observers use to explain organizational outcomes. Likewise, Pfeffer
(1978) described leadership as the outcome of an attribution process in which observers tend to attribute outcomes to the person
rather than to the event. By extension, Romance of Leadership (ROL) posits that individuals are biased toward using leadership as a
mechanism to explain organizational performance in lieu of other possible causes such as situational factors or the followers
(Meindl, Ehrlich, & Dukerich, 1985), as leaders are both credited with positive organizational outcomes and blamed for negative
ones. According to Meindl (1990), this process is similar to the fundamental attribution error, in that leaders are seen as more
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powerful, likely causal agents than other factors. Thus ROL is an outcome of an attributional style that reflects a propensity to rely on
leadership (e.g., the fundamental attribution error) to explain organizational outcomes.

While the early studies focused on a general tendency to romanticize leadership, Meindl et al. (1985) suggest that the particular
attributions will depend at least as much on the characteristics of the observer as on the system itself. Specifically, some individuals,
based on their attribution style,may exhibit a dispositional tendency to attribute outcomes to leaders across situations (Meindl, 1990)
as evidenced by high scores on the Romance of Leadership Scale (RLS; Meindl & Ehrlich, 1988). For example, Meindl (1990) reports a
performance cue effect whereby individuals high in ROL infer strong leadership when presented with evidence of high performance
andweak leadership when presentedwith evidence of low performance. In contrast, the ratings of individuals low in ROL do not vary
as a function of performance cues. This resultmay also reflect the fact that dispositional explanations are required for performance cue
effects to occur (Ensari & Murphy, 2003).

Attribution styles that reflect a tendency to explain leader behavior in terms of traits, as indicated by ROL, may also impact the or-
ganization and interpretation of information regarding leaders given that individuals high in ROL may be primed to see heroic traits
such as charisma (Meindl, 1990). This assertion has been corroborated by Schyns, Felfe, andBlank's (2007)meta-analysis of 18 studies
that reports a positive relationship between Romance of Leadership and ratings of transformational/charismatic leadership. Given
that ratings of transformational leader behaviors seem particularly susceptible to bias from attribution style, the interpretation of
studies that do not control for attribution stylemay be problematic. Specifically, it is unclearwhether follower reports reflect informa-
tion about the constructions of the followers or information about the qualities and behaviors of the leader.

Mediating factors

In this section, we consider individual psychological processes (e.g., mediating factors; Baron & Kenny, 1986) such as stereotype
activation and use, perceived similarity, liking, andmood that have previously been offered as explanatorymechanisms for bias or ac-
curacy in person perception and, by extension, ratings of leader behavior.

Stereotype activation and use

As discussed previously, person perception begins with affective reactions and reliance on categorization and person schemas. It
has long been assumed that people's schematic preconceptions, and their stereotypes, in particular, drive evaluations of and reactions
toward others (Allport, 1954; Bartlett, 1932; Tajfel, 1969). Stereotypes have largely been viewed as automatic and unavoidable. For
example, Devine (1989) argues that because stereotypes permeate our cultural milieu, they are well known by all individuals even
if they do not endorse them. According to this perspective, stereotypes are automatically activated by the mere presence of a target
group member irrespective of any intention on the part of observer (Devine, 1989). Other studies, however, suggest that stereotype
activation is not unconditionally automatic and may vary as a function of individual attitudes such as overt racism (Blair & Banaji,
1996; Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, &Williams, 1995; Gilbert & Hixon, 1991; Lepore & Brown, 1997; Locke, MacLeod, &Walker, 1994). Like-
wise, egalitarian individuals display no evidence of stereotype activation following the presentation of a priming categorical cue
(Lepore & Brown, 1997; Locke et al., 1994). Thus, individuals differ in their demonstration of prejudice even at the categorical level
(Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 1997). These findings are important because if stereotypes are not activated (either consciously or uncon-
sciously), then they cannot be used in subsequent judgments such as leadership ratings. As such, individual differencesmay influence
the activation and reliance on stereotypes in ratings of leader behavior.

Moreover, even if stereotypes are activated, they need not be applied in judgment and evaluations. For example, low-prejudice
individuals' internal motivation to avoid stereotypic responses may motivate them to self-regulate their prejudiced responses
(Devine, 1989; Devine & Monteith, 1999). Such observers can quickly switch to more careful and cautious processing to override au-
tomatic stereotypic responses and replace themwithmore egalitarian responses.Wegener and Petty (1997) suggest that people vary
in whether they believe their judgments are biased by stereotypes and whether they are motivated to engage in processes to correct
for these biases. In particular, these authors suggest that low-prejudice people who are motivated to correct for an unfair bias are the
individuals who are most likely to manifest such correction processes. This strategy for overriding stereotypic responses is likely to
occur in situations that call for considered evaluations and judgments of others. Nevertheless, such processes do not precisely undo
the effects of stereotypes, as raters have no reflective access to automatic processes. Rather, raters who are motivated to be unbiased
may overcorrect as well as undercorrect for stereotypes.

Notably, stereotypes are more likely to influence evaluations of others when individuals lack information about actual perfor-
mance (Terborg & Ilgen, 1975). In particular, observers rely on stereotypes to fill in the gaps of their memory, thereby inserting a sys-
tematic bias into ratings of leader behavior. In a later section, we detail how contextual factors such as leader gender and distancemay
foster reliance on stereotypes in ratings.

Perceived similarity

The self-concept, which is comprised of self-relevant information, filters perceptions of others (Dunning, 2003; Lord & Brown,
2004; Markus &Wurf, 1987). In particular, individuals who define themselves in terms of a particular characteristic are predisposed
to notice that same characteristic in other people (Fiske & Taylor, 1984). In leadership settings, perceived similarity fosters identifica-
tion with leaders and positive evaluations of leaders (Lord, Brown, & Freiberg, 1999). For example, follower perceptions of similarity
predict ratings of leader–member exchange (Engle & Lord, 1997; Liden, Wayne, & Stilwell, 1993; Turban & Jones, 1988). Perceived
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similarity as described by personality characteristicsmay also influence ratings of transformational leadership. In particular, ratings of
transformational leader behavior have been linked to follower extraversion, agreeableness, openness, and conscientiousness (Bono
et al., 2012; Felfe & Schyns, 2010), suggesting that the characteristics associatedwith transformational leadershipmay bemore salient
to individuals who define themselves in similar terms. Bono et al. (2012) conclude, “Rater personality plays a non-trivial role in
explaining differences between raters in their reports of leader behavior” (p. 141). Wemaintain that part of this personality effect re-
flects the assimilation of an individual's personality characteristics into his or her self-concept, which in turn affects ratings of leader
behavior.

Perceived similarity is traditionally associatedwith categorization processes and inaccuracy in person perception (Beer &Watson,
2008; Watson, Hubbard, & Wiese, 2000), as self-knowledge acts as a heuristic to automatically fill in the gaps (Human & Biesanz,
2011). Further, this gap-filling process can undercut memory sensitivity for specific types of leader behaviors (Lord, Brown, Harvey,
& Hall, 2001; Shondrick et al., 2010). Perceived similarity can be fueled by the motivation to feel connected to others or, as discussed
previously, belongingness needs. More generally, assumed similarity facilitates self-esteem maintenance (Marks & Miller, 1987).
Therefore, viewing oneself as similar to the leader, coupledwith positive ratings of leader behavior, serves as amechanism to validate
one's own personality characteristics.

We anticipate that the ratings of followers who perceive themselves as similar to the leader will reflect a positive bias. Given that
perceived similarity enables individuals to sustain positive views of self, it is not surprising that perceptions of similarity promote in-
terpersonal attraction and liking. In short, we like similar others (Berscheid, 1982).
Liking

According to Hunter et al. (2007), liking may bias ratings of leader behavior and, therefore, is a particularly relevant variable to
consider in leadership research. Zajonc (1980) argues that affect precedes cognition, rather than vice versa. He posits that affective
reactions are basic, inescapable, irrevocable, difficult to verbalize, and implicate the self. In terms of person perception, initial impres-
sions, such as affect or liking, are formed online at the time of the encounter (Bargh & Thein, 1985; Hastie & Park, 1986). Likewise,
impression formation models (e.g., Srull & Wyer, 1989) suggest that person impressions follow a series of stages that begin with an
initial overall “general evaluative concept of the person” (e.g., likable or dislikable). This evaluative concept then serves as an interpre-
tative schema that biases subsequent perceptions (Schwarz, 1990; Srull & Wyer, 1989), such that observers selectively attend to in-
formation that confirms their initial impressions.

Liking is an important precursor of ratings of leader behavior (Engle & Lord, 1997; Lewter & Lord, 1992; Liden et al., 1993;Wayne&
Ferris, 1990). For example, liking assessed as early as the first two weeks of the superior–subordinate relationship predicted follower
ratings of LMX sixmonths later (Liden et al., 1993). Because LMX relationships have been shown to format the pre-entry stage (Liden,
Erdogan, & Bauer, 2006), it is reasonable to conclude that liking acts as an antecedent of LMX (Dulebohn, Bommer, Liden, Brouer, &
Ferris, 2012). Moreover, Brown and Keeping (2005) report that liking is an important component of the factor structure of the
Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) scale.

Taken together, these results suggest that fast-acting affective responsesmay be an integral component in the evaluation of leaders
(Naidoo et al., 2010). Therefore, we anticipate that follower liking will be associated with inflated ratings of leader behavior. As ob-
served by Hunter et al. (2007), such biasing effects of liking are not trivial andmay be driving a number of conclusions when the typ-
ical leadership studymethods are employed (de Groot, Kiker, & Cross, 2000; Fuller, Patterson, Hester, & Stringer, 1996; Lowe, Kroeck,
& Sivasubramaniam, 1996). Failure to control for liking may contribute to endogeneity in leadership studies and render subsequent
interpretations of data problematic. However, because liking is not exogenous, but rather part of the process that causes leadership,
controlling for liking will still not produce consistent estimators for effects of leader behavior (Antonakis et al., 2010).
Mood

Follower mood states may also impact ratings of leader behavior. According to mood-congruent memory, emotion acts as a re-
trieval cue whereby, memories consistent with an individual's current mood state are more easily recalled. The effects of mood on
judgment seem to be caused by the availability of mood-congruent thoughts (Bartlett & Santrock, 1977; Clark & Waddell, 1983;
Wright & Mischel, 1982). One of the clearest effects identified in the mood literature is that happy people like just about everything;
themselves, their health, other people, the future, and even criminal defendants (for reviews, see Bodenhausen,Mussweiler, Gabriel, &
Moreno, 2001; Clore, Schwarz, & Conway, 1994; Crano & Prislin, 2006; Forgas, 1995).

Mood impacts not only the positivity of judgments, but also themanner in which judgments are made (Bodenhausen et al., 2001;
Forgas, 1995; Isen, 1993). Individuals in happymoodsmake decisions quickly (Isen &Means, 1983), groupmore varied things into the
same category (Isen & Daubman, 1984), andmakemore associationswith positive words (Mayer, Mamberg, & Volanth, 1988). In ad-
dition, they are often satisfiedwith quick heuristic judgments (Fiske& Taylor, 2013). By extension,we anticipate that followers in pos-
itive mood states may more readily retrieve positive instances of leader behavior, thereby inserting a bias into ratings.

However, mood congruence effects for negativemoods are uneven as individuals in thesemood statesmay bemotivated to switch
from automatic to controlled processing to escape the badmood (Clark & Isen, 1982). To that end, individuals in negative moodsmay
bemore likely to resist automatic associations to negatively toned material and instead rely on controlled processing (Fiske & Taylor,
1984).
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Contextual factors

In this section, we consider how the conditions under which the rating process occurs may influence the accuracy of ratings of
leader behavior. In particular, contextual factors such as leader individual differences, distance, national culture, and type of measure
used may impact the leader behaviors that are considered salient and are recalled as well as prompt the use of categorization-based
processes.

Leader individual differences

Physical characteristics of leaders such as facial appearance, height, gender, and racemay prompt the use of automatic processing,
which may in turn impact ratings of leader behavior.

Facial appearance
Raters may rely on information gleaned from leaders' faces to inform subsequent ratings. For example, younger-looking individ-

uals are less likely to be endorsed as leaders (Trichas & Schyns, 2012). Raters also attribute characteristics and behaviors to leaders
such as warmth, dominance, and trustworthiness based on facial appearance (Little, 2014; Olivola, Eubanks, & Lovelace, 2014). More-
over, attributions of competence from faces of political leaders have been shown to predict the outcomes of elections (Antonakis &
Dalgas, 2009). Likewise, Todorov, Mandisodza, Goren, and Hall (2005) report that specific judgments about competence, intelligence,
and leadership based on a 1-second exposure to faces predicted the outcome of U.S. congressional elections. Thus, automatic infer-
ences formed during the first encounter with a leader “can have subtle and often subjectively unrecognized effects on subsequent de-
liberative judgments” (Todorov et al., 2005, p. 1624).

Height
Likewise, height prompts the use of automatic processing. From a socio-biological perspective, height is linkedwith power and su-

premacy given that larger individuals are more likely to win fights (Archer, 1988) and attain social dominance (Ellis, 1994). Height is
considered an important leader characteristic (Werner, 1982) and is associated with leader emergence in groups (Gawley, Perks, &
Curtis, 2009). As Hensley (1993) observes, “the perception seems to exist that taller individuals are somehow more capable, able
or competent” (p. 40). Accordingly, height impacts ratings of leader behavior. Indeed, Stulp, Buunk, Verhulst, and Pollet (2013) report
that taller U.S. presidents are consistently judged as better leaders with better communication skills and higher performance than
their shorter counterparts. Therefore, it seems plausible that height may function as a retrieval cue that triggers the accessibility of
the leader prototype, which inflates ratings of behaviors typically associated with theword “leader.” Indeed, “the practice of favoring
tall individuals amounts to little more than pure bias” (Judge & Cable, 2004, p. 438).

Gender
In leadership settings, stereotypes impact ratings ofwomen. First, given that leadership is stereotypically viewed as amale domain,

a bias emerges against female leaders as they can be seen as a poor fit for such positions by observers (Eagly & Karau, 2002; Lord &
Maher, 1991; Powell, Butterfield, & Parent, 2002). As Heilman and Eagly (2008) observe, the mismatch between a group stereotype
(e.g., women) and a job role (e.g., leader) fuels negative performance expectations, which in turn produces biased evaluations. These
performance expectations affect both how women are regarded and how they are evaluated. Specifically, women are rated as less
competent, less influential, and less likely to have played a leadership role than their male counterparts (Heilman & Haynes, 2005).
Likewise, raters are less likely to recognize agentic behavior or endorse behaviors typically associated with leaders when the target
is female rather than male (Martell, 1996; Scott & Brown, 2006). Thus, when all else is equal, female leaders are generally perceived
as less effective than male leaders (Johnson, Murphy, Zewdie, & Reichard, 2008).

Race
In addition to gender, race impacts ratings of leader behavior. For example, raters perceive non-whites as less effective leaders and

less likely to succeed than whites. Moreover, social perceivers give non-whites less credit for their success and hold lower expecta-
tions for their future success (Rosette, Leonardelli, & Phillips, 2008). Similarly, Asian Americans are significantly less likely to be
viewed as leaders than Caucasian Americans (Sy et al., 2010). Thus a mismatch between racial stereotypes and the job role
(e.g., leader) may promote a bias against non-white leaders, whereby they are given consistently lower ratings.

Distance

The notion that close relationships between leaders and followers foster better organizational outcomes is integral to many lead-
ership theories, such as LMX, yet leadership research has only recently begun to explicitly examine distance (Popper, 2013). Leader
distance includes physical distance, interaction frequency, and social distancewhich affects both social intimacy and contact between
leaders and followers (Antonakis & Atwater, 2002). Popper (2013) extends this definition to include a subjective aspect, referred to as
psychological distance, which is impacted by emotions, construal of social information, and perceptual biases or attributions.

In terms of person perception, people construe distant entities more abstractly than close ones (Liberman, Troupe, & Stephan,
2007). Thus individuals rely on simplified prototypes to inform their perceptions of distant others (Fiske & Taylor, 2013; Smith,
1998). Likewise, Popper (2013) contends that followers rely on trait-based categorization processes to inform their perceptions of
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distant leaders. Moreover, when followers perceive leaders as psychologically close, they are more likely to attend to specific leader
behaviors and, in turn, demonstrate increased memory sensitivity for those behaviors. This process is consistent with Shamir's
(1995) argument that the characteristics attributed to physically distant leaders are more schema based than those attributed to
close leaders.

Greater distancemay also influence attributions for leader success or failure. Specifically, the tendency to romanticize leadersmay
increase as the perceived social, interactional, physical, and geographical distance between leaders and followers increases (Antonakis
& Atwater, 2002), whereas followers who have closer relationships with their leaders are likely to have greater knowledge of the sit-
uational factors thatmay impact leader performance. Taken together, the evidence suggests that the ratings of followerswhoperceive
leaders as close will tend to reflect greater behavioral- level accuracy. In contrast, the ratings of followers who are physically distant
from leaders aremore likely to be shaped by schemas and categorization processes as there is little information available to contradict
their initial impressions. Moreover, physical distance limits opportunities for followers to actually witness important leadership activ-
ities, thereby reducing the accuracy of ratings of leader behavior (Hunter et al., 2007).

Although physical distance may certainly impact rating accuracy, it is unclear whether it positively or negatively biases ratings of
leader behavior. For distance to positively bias ratings, followersmustfirst categorize their supervisor as a “leader.” It seems likely that
individual differences andmediating factors, such as follower needs and stereotype activation and use, may determinewhether a par-
ticular follower is likely to view his or her supervisor as a leader. Once a target has been categorized as a leader, followers may rely on
implicit leadership theories to fill in the gaps in their knowledge which serves to inflate ratings. However, other followers may be
prejudiced against viewing a particular supervisor as a leader and, in turn, categorize that supervisor as a “non-leader.” This type of
categorization may introduce a negative bias into ratings of leader behavior.
National culture

Culturally contingent implicit leadership theories
The cultural background of the perceiver may serve as a lens that filters the interpretation of the social environment (Den Hartog,

House, Hanges, & Ruiz-Quintanilla, 1999). Culturemay impact ratings of leader behavior inmany respects including the types of lead-
er behaviors that are considered socially desirable, the type of information that is attended to and later recalled, and causal attribu-
tions for behavior.

The Global Leadership andOrganizational Behavior Effectiveness (GLOBE) research program found that while leader attributes as-
sociated with charismatic/transformational leadership are universally endorsed, the endorsement of other leader attributes – such as
risk taking, ambition, compassion, enthusiasm, sensitivity, self-sacrifice, and willfulness – is culturally contingent (Den Hartog et al.,
1999). Hanges, Lord, andDickson (2000) propose that some leader behaviorsmay activatewell-established culturalmeaning patterns
that provide a framewhich triggers specific traits and behaviors associatedwith leadership. Once activated, this framemay inflate rat-
ings of leader behavior, with individuals being inclined to endorse behaviors that fit the culturally endorsed prototype regardless of
whether or not they actually occurred.
Culture and information processing
Culture can also trigger self-concepts, such as the independent self and the interdependent self, that impact information process-

ing. The independent self emphasizes a person's uniqueness and internal beliefs, whereas the interdependent self emphasizes the
connection between the person and social relationships (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). This distinction is important because it affects
the type of information that is deemed salient and recalled. In particular, individuals who have interdependent selves in working
memory are more likely to remember information about the behavior and actions of others (Hanges et al., 2000). Therefore, we an-
ticipate that the ratings of leader behavior by individuals who have interdependent selves in working memory will tend to be more
accurate than the ratings of individuals who have independent selves in working memory.
Culture and attribution style
Finally, culture impacts attribution style. For example, individuals from collectivistic cultures engage in more holistic thinking and

give greater weight to explanations of behavior rooted in situational or contextual factors than individuals from individualistic cul-
tures (Ji, Peng, & Nisbett, 2000; Norenzayan, Choi, & Nisbett, 1999). Consequently, the fundamental attribution error is more wide-
spread in individualistic cultures, where emphasis is placed on the person rather than on the individual in relation to the group
(Morris & Peng, 1994). By extension, we anticipate that individuals from collectivistic cultureswill be less susceptible to the Romance
of Leadership.
Research methods and bias

Here, we consider how the research methods used may inadvertently introduce bias into ratings of leader behavior. In particular,
accuracy of behavioral ratings is impacted by the type of memory triggered by the questionnaire used to create those ratings. More-
over, data gatheringmethods such as participant observation, interviews, and experience-based sampling procedures may introduce
additional biases into ratings.
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Type of questionnaire
Most types of measures used to assess leader behavior rely on questionnaires distributed to peers or followers (Hunter et al.,

2007). Typically raters are asked to provide retrospective frequency judgments for each item that reflects typical leader behavior. It
is assumed that such judgments correspond to actual behaviors, although, as we have noted, theymay also reflect rater categorization
processes andmay be affected bymany types of individual differences. Suchmeasures likely reflect accurate categorization of leaders
in terms of an underlying categorical structure but are unlikely to reflect accurate accounts of how often specific types of leader be-
havior occurred (Lord, 1985). Moreover, the type of measure usedmay exacerbate the tendency to rely on schematic-based process-
ing as recognition-based approaches trigger the use of prototypes and fuzzy sets whereby the target is compared to the typical leader
(Shondrick et al., 2010). Because they rely on patterns of information aggregated across many events, such ratings encourage individ-
uals to draw from categorization-based processes (Foti & Hauenstein, 2007; Smith & Foti, 1998).

Further, encoded behavior is often stored in a compressed, abstracted form (McClelland, McNaughton, & O'Reilly, 1995), rather
than in terms of rich details. Details may be added at retrieval, subject to contextual information, the needs of raters, or their expec-
tations, but these details may not correspond to the original behaviors. This process may activate recall of elements of patterns that
never actually occurred, yet are consistent with the pattern (e.g., categorization), thereby inflating estimates of the frequencies of ob-
served leader behavior. Moreover, suchmeasuresmay be affected by the constructs (e.g., group performance) that measures are used
to predict, as knowledge of positive group performance both inflates leader ratings (Binning& Lord, 1980; Rush, Phillips, & Lord, 1981;
Rush et al., 1977) and impacts ratings of many types of group processes (Staw, 1975).

Ultimately, rated behavior has many variance components that are endogenous to the rating system. As we detail later, to more
accurately measure actual leader behavior, ratings may need to focus on explicit events that occur in a specific context (Shondrick
et al., 2010) and prompt raters to use event schemas rather than person schemas (Foti & Lord, 1987).

Participant observation
Inmuch leadership research, the role of rater information processing is ignored as it relates to themeasurement of leader behavior.

Nevertheless, such factors have been clearly recognized when researchers are active participants in the process being measured
(LeCompte & Goetz, 1982). For example, it is likely that the personalities, needs, and experiences of participant observers affect the
schemas they use to interpret a situation and consequently have a large impact on what is later recorded or described. All “first-
hand” accounts may be vulnerable to individual differences effects as described heretofore. Their organization into cases, rather
than measures of leader behavior, does not eliminate the potential for such effects, although case-based descriptions may tend to
align with script-based structures.

Interviews
Although most reports of leader behavior require no direct input from the leader being rated, some types of measures, such as in-

terviews, rely on direct input from the leader. Although an interview format allows for substantialflexibility in addressing process and
content issues related to leadership, the responses obtained using this format may be affected by the researcher's own information
processing. In particular, the questions asked by researchers may unwittingly prompt leaders to respond in a way that confirms the
researchers' expectations (e.g., demand characteristics; Orne, 2009). Thus, more bias is likely introduced as processes become less
structured.

Experience-based sampling procedures
Finally, we should note that one advantage of a typical questionnaire is that, because it is memory based, it cannot directly affect

the actual process or leader being described. This contrasts with experience-based sampling procedures, which often measure a spe-
cific processmultiple times in a day orweek. Suchmeasuresmay not only have carry-over effects that influence subsequentmeasure-
ment, but also could affect the actual processes that are beingmeasured. This is particularly likely whenmeasures activate important
needs or values of the individuals being queried.

Conceptual model

As depicted in the Fig. 1, accuracy in follower ratings of leader behavior is impacted by several factors that include (1) what fol-
lowers bring to the rating process in the form of individual differences, (2) psychological processes that may be activated within fol-
lowers at the time of the rating process, and (3) the context inwhich the ratings take place. First, follower individual differences, such
as personality and attribution styles, reflect general tendencies and patterns of perceiving and processing information that with
Fig. 1. Conceptual model.
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repeated use become more efficient and automatic. Thus follower individual differences impact both the availability and encoding of
information. Second, psychological processes within followers (e.g., mediating variables), such as stereotype activation and use, per-
ceived similarity, liking, and positive moods, may prompt reliance on automatic, categorization-based processing. Third, contextual
factors, such as leader individual differences, distance, national culture, and the type of measure used, may activate the information
(e.g., leader behaviors) that is deemed salient and recalled.Moreover, such contextual factorsmay prompt followers to rely on person
categorization to inform their responses, which reduces accuracy at the behavioral level.

It should be noted that bias may be introduced at several stages in the rating process. Therefore, follower ratings of leader behavior
represent the end of a highly integrative sensemaking process. As such, the end product may bear little resemblance to actual leader
behaviors.

Discussion

Because leadership involves behaviors, traits, and characteristics as interpreted by observers (Calder, 1977; Lord & Maher, 1991),
the study of leadership requires consideration of followers' person perception and information processing (Brown& Lord, 2001). Like-
wise, Mount and Scullen (2001) observe that ratings of leader behavior largely reflect the idiosyncratic tendencies of the rater; thus, it
is imperative to better understand how and why raters form their unique interpretations. To that we add that it is important to ex-
amine how individual differences and contextual factors in which ratings take place might encourage followers to rely on automatic
categorization-based processes that in turn reduce accuracy in ratings. Accordingly, our work provides a comprehensive analysis of
what followers contribute to the measurement process by identifying how reliable individual differences, internal psychological pro-
cesses, contextual factors, and type of measure used may contribute to bias in ratings of leader behavior. In this sense, our work an-
swers Brown and Lord's (2001) call for more research that focuses on understanding the subordinate information processing that
underlies responses to leadership questionnaires. We close by offering potential solutions for improving rating accuracy.

Solutions for improving rating accuracy

1. Given all the potential biases in follower ratings of leader behavior, are you suggesting that followers not be used as a source of
information?

No, rather our intention is to call for amore complete understanding of how follower individual differences, internal psychological
processes, and contextual factors influence rating accuracy. A better understanding of the limitations of follower ratings of leader be-
havior allows leadership researchers tomakemore strategic decisions about theory andmeasurement aswell as to bemore precise in
the interpretation of their studies. On the one hand, if we are interested in followers' perceptions of leader behavior, the issue of bias is
irrelevant, because each follower report is interpreted as one individual's perspective or unique experience. On the other hand, if our
objective is to identify leader behaviors that are associatedwith organizational effectiveness, as is often the case withmany leadership
theories and leadership development interventions, then attention to the factors that may bias ratings of leader behavior is essential.
Moreover, in terms of testing leadership theory, careful consideration should be given to the individual differences that are known to
impact ratings to help minimize endogeneity (e.g., Antonakis et al., 2010). Otherwise, the interpretation of those ratings becomes
challenging. Despite such concerns, follower ratings of leader behavior are routinely interpreted as identifying effective leader behav-
iors instead of idiosyncratic perceptions about leaders, which prevents us from developing an accurate understanding of a leader's ef-
fects on performance.

2. What specific recommendations do you offer for improving the accuracy of follower ratings of leader behavior?
Researchersmaywish to consider several options to increase the accuracy of follower ratings of leader behavior: (1) solutions that

focus on the followers, such as rater training and selection; (2) solutions that focus on data collection and measurement consider-
ations, such as collectingmultiple reports over time and increasing the use ofmeasures that tap into episodicmemory and/or creating
conditions conducive to the recall of episodic memory; and (3) solutions that focus on data analysis such as controlling for individual
differences that are known to impact rating accuracy.

Solutions that focus on followers. Rater training might improve accuracy in follower ratings of leader behavior. For example, Martell
and Evans (2005) trained raters to report only behaviors that evoked detailed memories and to avoid behaviors based on feelings
of familiarity. The results of this source monitoring training substantially reduced bias in behavioral measurement, but it did not in-
crease memory sensitivity. Furthermore, the effects of training may depend on the type of accuracy required by the theory
(e.g., categorization or behavioral-level accuracy). Sulsky and Day (1994) note that frame of reference training can increase the ten-
dency of raters to use online encoding that stores a general evaluation but not the underlying details, thereby increasing accuracy in
terms of the frame of reference structure, but decreasing accuracy in terms of rating specific behaviors. Therefore, frame of reference
training increases the availability of prototypical leader behaviors. To bemost effective, trainingneeds to center on clear examples that
illustrate the leader behavior in question, as prototypes have a clearly defined center but fuzzy boundaries. “In short, frame of refer-
ence trainingmay promote effective on-line or inference-memory based processing (Hastie & Pennington, 1989), but an unintended
consequence could be the general failure on the part of raters to encode and store behavioral information in a manner that facilitates
later recall” (Sulsky & Day, 1994, p. 542).

The use of stereotypes during encoding can be reduced by providing raters with individuating information (Heilman & Haynes,
2005; Landy, 2008), explicit instructions to avoid stereotypic responses (Macrae, Milne, & Bodenhausen, 1994), or instructions that
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stress the importance of accuracy (Brewer, 1988; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990) and therefore promote more careful, controlled processing.
However, Heilman and Eagly (2008) caution that although individuating information can deter stereotypes, there are many circum-
stances in which it does not have that effect as the expectations that stereotypes produce can be tenacious even in the face of
disconfirming evidence. Perhaps the most effective means of reducing individual-level stereotypes is to educate individuals about
how unconscious stereotyping can occur (Operario & Fiske, 2001), as a better understanding of these processes is the first step to con-
trolling them. Finally, given that individuals are more likely to use stereotypes and categorization-based processes as a gap-filling
function when they lack information about actual performance (e.g., Antonakis & Atwater, 2002; Shamir, 1995; Terborg & Ilgen,
1975), researchers may wish to carefully consider whether to include the ratings of followers who may have had little opportunity
to observe the leader behaviors in question (Hunter et al., 2007). Conversely, followers who have had greater contact with leaders
may be less inclined to rely on stereotypes and categorization processes. Thus consideration of distance may allow for more strategic
choices about sample selection and ultimately increase rating accuracy.

Solutions that focus on data collection and measurement. Given that leadership is a dynamic process, the behavioral-level accuracy of
ratings may change over time. For example, dual processing models in person perception suggest that although individuals initially
rely on automatic categorization processes (Brewer, 1988; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990), depending on their motivation, they may later
switch to more effortful processing. Moreover, as followers are co-producers of the leadership process (Shamir, 2007), it is possible
that what began as rating error might later result in confirming behavior from some leaders. For example, followers with a high
need for leadership may not only project their needs onto leaders (Schyns et al., 2008), but over time may also elicit behavior from
responsive leaders that satisfies their needs. In short, while needs and motives may bias ratings of leader behavior, they may also
change leadership processes and ultimately even the follower needs that prompted the development of a particular dyadic relation-
ship. Because accuracy in ratingsmay vary over time as individuals either gainmore information about leaders or elicit behavior from
leaders that confirms their initial impressions, multiple reports may provide greater information about individual-specific patterns of
behavior.

The type ofmeasure used can also promote increased accuracy in ratings of leader behavior at the point of retrieval. In caseswhere
leadership is assumed to reflect a group-level process, researchers may wish to develop measures that focus on widely experienced
critical incidents or to create conditions that help elicit episodicmemory to foster accuracy at the behavioral level. The urgency around
this issue is illustrated by concerns about the extent towhich transformational leader behaviors are “in the eye of the beholder” (Bono
et al., 2012; Brown & Keeping, 2005; Jung, Yammarino, & Lee, 2009; Yammarino et al., 1998). Thus generalizing from one rater to an-
other is problematic because raters do not agree much with each other (Mount & Scullen, 2001). The use of measures that tap into
alternative types of structures such as scripts may yield greater behavioral accuracy (Foti & Lord, 1987), inter-rater agreement, and
perhaps more insightful leadership theories (Morgeson, 2005). Interestingly, encoding in terms of scripts rather than person-
schemas orients one toward situations and reduces the overemphasis on person-based explanations. For example, Morgeson
(2005), using a previous specific problem or event, found substantial group-level agreement in ratings of leader effectiveness and sat-
isfaction with the way the leader responded to the event. To that end, researchers could increase behavioral-level accuracy in ratings
of leader behavior by using items that ask about specific events (i.e., critical incidents) in lieu of items that rely on general impressions
or semantic memory. It may also be worth considering whether event taxonomies (Hoffman & Lord, 2013) could form the basis for
event-related measures of leader behavior.

As discussed previously, ratings based on episodic memory may be more likely to accurately reflect leader behavior (Martell &
Evans, 2005) and less subject to bias than ratings based on semantic memory (Shondrick et al., 2010). Moreover, Martell and Evans
(2005) have shown that training raters to emphasize episodicmemory reduces the biases associatedwith implicit leadership theories.
Such research suggests that it may be worthwhile to consider whether an item is primarily based on semantic memory or episodic
memory when constructingmeasures of leader behavior. Tulving (1985) suggests that individuals have metacognitions about mem-
ory and retrieval processes that enable them to distinguish between “know”memory judgments (a general feeling or impression of a
person—a semantic memory) and “remember” judgments (a vivid recollection of a specific event—an episodic memory). Items that
focus on a rater's role in the leadership process, his or her goals during a specific event, or felt emotions might be especially likely
to reflect episodic encoding and retrieval.

Alternatively, researchers could help elicit episodicmemory by creating conditions that tap into the emotional response surround-
ing a prior event. Use of episodic memory is facilitated by events that have high emotional content (Allen et al., 2008). For example,
Naidoo et al. (2010) used a visualization procedure that triggered affect prior to ratingswhich increased rating accuracy. Thus trigger-
ing the emotion associated with a particular event may facilitate memory for specific details about events.

However, episodic memory is not a panacea. Attention is highly selective; many details simply go unnoticed although they may
shape reactions in an implicit or automatic manner. Thus, even episodic memory which is rich in contextual, self-relevant details is
undergirded by long-term memory structures that allow individuals to notice and understand various patterns such as those that
are self-relevant or self-reflective. Consequently, even when episodic memories are easily retrieved, they may be oriented toward
self-relevant details, such as one's goals, needs, emotions, and identities, rather than the constructs that scientists want to assess
via the memory processes of raters. Therefore, it is still important to consider the impact of individual differences on the rating
process.

A related issue centers on the definition of the construct of leadership. One problemwith the science of leadership is that we often
take constructs developed at one level of analysis (e.g., individual relations with leaders) and apply them at other levels of analysis
(e.g., the group or organizational level) without recognizing that different constructs may be needed as the level of analysis changes
(Klein, Dansereau, & Hall, 1994). This is not a question of agreement among raters when we aggregate, but rather a theoretical
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question of whether the same leadership constructs aremeaningful at different levels of analysis. This issue becomes less problematic
if leadership is defined as a function of leader traits. In such a case, leader behaviorwould be expected to be consistent across time and
across followers. In contrast, if leadership is defined as a system that reflects leaders, followers, and the context, then shifting levels of
analysis may pose significant conceptual challenges. This latter approach reflects a more science-based view of leadership, whereas a
general trait view aligns better with “common-sense views of leadership”. As Calder (1977) noted, when researchers use factor anal-
ysis as a basis of construct development, they are likely to tap into “common-sense views of leadership” based on the implicit theories
of raters. Implicit theories not only affect the accuracy of ratings, but may also have secondary effects by influencing which concepts
are investigated, how those constructs are generalized, and thus, may miss key ideas. Moreover, this suggests that a reductionist ap-
proach to measurement development strips leader behaviors of their rich, contextual details. Therefore, raters must rely on general-
ized impressions regarding leader behaviors and the frequencywithwhich they occurred. As an alternative, science-based approaches
to generate leadership constructs may help alleviate some of the rater-related issues we have discussed.

Both behavioral questionnaires and questionnaires assessing leader–follower relations ask for explicit assessments of a domain
represented by a specific item. In contrast, implicit measures use different response formats, such as word fragment completion
and reaction times, and are geared more toward gauging the accessibility of that domain, or its association with various constructs
(Uhlmann et al., 2012). Because such measures pertain to the accessibility rather than the content of the schema, they may be less
affected by social desirability, but may still reflect categorization processes (Dinh & Lord, 2012). Implicit measures can also assess
the tendency of individuals to process patterns of attributes when they categorize an individual (Dinh & Lord, 2012), a phenomenon
that applies to explicit measures as well (Foti & Hauenstein, 2007).

Implicit measures may have a special value in addressing endogeneity through the use of ratings of leader behavior to predict or-
ganizational outcomes. Rather than direct evaluation of an item's content, implicit measures reflect the accessibility of the underlying
construct or its association with other aspects of the rater's semantic memory. Thus, they may have value as very general “measured
common causes” estimates. Such a control could conceivably eliminate many endogeneity effects that operate through the effects of
individual differences on semantic networks (see Antonakis et al., 2010, Fig. 4C). However, implicit measures would not be effective
control variables for conscious processes associated with individual differences.

Solutions that focus on data analysis. As this review has illustrated, many individual differences may impact the accuracy of ratings of
leader behavior. Therefore, researchersmaywish to control for someof these variableswhen testing their theories. However, it should
be noted that controlling for individual differences does not entirely eliminate rater effects and thereby create consistent estimates of
the effects for rated leader behavior. As the breadth of this review demonstrates, it may be difficult to include all of the individual dif-
ference factors as controls, raising the possibility that the coefficients for rated leader behavior will still not be consistent because of
the omitted variable problem (Antonakis et al., 2010).More troubling is the notion that followers are part of the system that produces
leader behavior, and the very individual differences we want to use as a means to create unbiased estimates of the effects of leader
behavior may also contribute to the process we wish to measure.

3. Does this issue apply only to behavioral measures, or can it be extended to concepts such as LMX?
Measures that focus on aspects such as one's relationship with a leader (Liden &Maslyn, 1998) or the degree of trust one has in a

leader (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995) often have similar formats to behavioral questionnaires, but they ask about the raters' cur-
rent assessments of their relationship with their leader, rather than the past behavior of the leader. Such measures are particularly
likely to reflect individual differences in raters and, therefore, influence the extent to which they are correlated with the particular
relationship being measured. Thus, relationship assessments suffer from the same problems as predictors of outcome variables—
namely, they are likely to yield biased estimates due to endogeneity. This problem does not arise when relationship variables are
used as dependent variables in predictive equations.

4. Are you suggesting that researchers control for all these individual differences? If so, would there be any variance left? Moreover, if
individual differences are normally distributed, wouldn't the variance just cancel out?

No, as indicated above controlling for all possible individual differences may be difficult. However, we do recommend that re-
searchers err on the side of caution and include more, rather than fewer, control variables (Cameron & Trivedi, 2005). The selection
of which variables to include should be guided by “theory, theory, and more theory” (Antonakis & Dietz, 2011, p. 218). It is unclear
whether individual differences would cancel out; in order to do so, unique rater variancewould have to be random and/or the effects
of rater individual differences would have to be randomly distributed across leaders (Bono et al., 2012). Yet Bono et al. (2012), in a
study on the impact of rater personality on ratings of transformational leader behavior, report that unique rater variance is not ran-
dom and can be attributed to rater personality. Moreover, rater personality is not randomly distributed across leaders, which suggests
that “aggregating results to the leader level to predict outcomes, on the assumption that the results would generalize to other work-
groups may be unwise” (Bono et al., 2012, p. 139).

5. What about other rater individual differences, such as gender?
Demographic variables such as age, race, and gender may impact information processing and ratings of leader behavior. In partic-

ular, while some studies suggest that women tend to rate others higher than do men (e.g., Hamner, Kim, Baird, & Bigoness, 1974;
London& Poplawski, 1976), other studies report no evidence of gender differences (Lee&Alvares, 1977). Likewise, in an organization-
al setting, Shore and Thornton (1986) foundno evidence of gender differences and concluded that “previous laboratoryfindings about
gender differences in performance ratings may have limited generalizability to theworkplace” (p. 115). Given that our objective here
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is to identify reliable individual differences that impact ratings of leader behavior, a discussion of follower demographic variables is
beyond the scope of this paper. Future research may wish to explore how the rater's internalization of gender stereotypes
(e.g., women are nurturing, warm, and supportive; O'Leary, 1974) as well as contextual factors may impact perceptions of leaders
and subsequent rating accuracy.

6. If leadership is ultimately in the eye of beholder, does accuracy in ratings of leader behavior matter?
It may, depending on the objective of the study. If the purpose of the study is to predict individual-level outcomes such as job sat-

isfaction or satisfaction with the leader, then tapping into individual-level perceptions may provide meaningful data as long as the
reports are interpreted to reflect one individual's unique perspective, whichmay ormay not be shared by others. In contrast, it should
be stressed that scientific theories of how leaders affect performance of their unit need behavioral-level accuracy to disentangle the
effects of generalized perceptions from the effects of leaders on unit performance. A chronic problem in the leadership area is that
we have a limited understanding of precisely how leaders affect performance (Kaiser, Hogan, & Craig, 2008), in part becausemeasures
are not specific enough to separate behavioral effects from a general classification of an individual as a leader. Better leadership theory
may require event-level measurement that is accurate at the behavioral level (Hoffman & Lord, 2013).

Whether accuracy matters also depends on how the ratings will be used. If ratings of leader behavior are used for leadership de-
velopment purposes, then accuracy in ratings is important because the training based on those ratings may not transfer to other sit-
uations or followers.

Conclusion

Accuracy in follower ratings of leader behavior presents a significant challenge to leadership research because it is affected by
many factors, including follower individual differences, internal psychological processes, contextual factors, and type of measure
used. Some of themost popular and contemporary approaches to leadership have not explicitly considered the role of person percep-
tion processes (Brown & Lord, 2001), yet the scientific study of leadership requires a greater sensitivity to followers' information pro-
cessing beyond the traditional focus on reported leader characteristics and actions. To that end, an enhanced understanding of the
factors that impact follower information processing, retrieval ofmemories related to leader behavior, and subsequent ratings of leader
behavior may better inform leadership theories, measurement development, and interpretation of results.
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